One Day Course – Microsoft PowerPoint Advanced

Overview
At The IT Training Surgery we know that
making time for learning new skills to
improve your performance can be a
challenge. Courses run at your premises
and on your own computers.

Who should attend?
Anyone who has used PowerPoint before to
create and alter simple presentations but
would like to create professional-looking
presentations more quickly.
You will have time to work on your own
presentations during the course so you may
like to bring along an existing presentation
that you would like to work on. You may
like to bring a memory stick so that you can
take it away what you have created at the
end of the course.

Requirements
Delegates must be confident in using
Windows and a mouse. Additionally you
must have used PowerPoint before and be
familiar with creating and printing a basic
presentation, adding and editing text.

What will I learn?
In particular you will be able to:
 Generate the text for a
presentation from an existing
Word document
 Make global changes to your
presentation using Masters
 Create your own Design Template
and apply it to a presentation
 Import Excel data as the basis for a
chart
 Create a simple Organisation Chart
 Create diagrams using shapes and
align, distribute and group them
 Use Custom Animation to animate
different parts of a Chart
 Make your presentation
interactive by creating Hyperlinks
 Use Custom Show to adapt your
presentation to suit different
audiences
 Enable your presentation to be
viewed via the Internet and/or a
portable memory device

Aim
By the end of the course you will be able to
create consistent, professional-looking
presentations, including charts, diagrams,
and animation. You will be able to set up
your Slide show and create a presentation
package to take away with you.

Next step:
To find out more about this course and any
others, call 020 8203 1774 or visit
www.theittrainingsurgery.com
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